DATA SHEET

RSA ARCHER® HARDWARE SIZING & PERFORMANCE HEALTH CHECK

EFFECTIVELY EVALUATE YOUR RSA ARCHER SOLUTIONS & BUSINESS NEEDS
OVERVIEW
As your organization's needs change and threats continue to evolve, you need to ensure that your environment can adapt and scale to meet these new demands. This includes ensuring that your RSA Archer® solution has the horsepower necessary to support the latest features and functionality offered in the latest RSA Archer software release.

The RSA Archer Hardware Sizing and Performance Health Check service provides a repeatable process to evaluate your current Archer platform hardware sizing needs and associated configurations and provide you with the best recommendations for any necessary changes. This custom-quoted engagement is based on the size of the environment and number of capabilities.

KEY BENEFITS
In most organizations, there are numerous Archer stakeholders reliant on accessible and current data to do their jobs. Being able to size and resize the Archer solution for performance over the lifecycle of the solution and the organization offers a significant benefit to matching the solution to changing business goals.

The Hardware Sizing and Performance Health Check service provides an assessment of the ability of your environment to meet the rigors of your current business objectives, and to provide recommendations if changes are required. This service is especially beneficial for environments that have changed significantly since the initial deployment or last upgrade of the Archer Platform. Our dedicated RSA Global Services organization provides support, with a team of over 350 personnel and RSA Archer trained experts.

FOLLOWING A CONSISTENT DELIVERY FRAMEWORK
The RSA services methodology utilizes a four-phased service delivery framework—Strategy, Design, Implement, Operate—based on industry best practices and designed to address end-to-end solution fulfillment needs; it addresses the ability to define business and infrastructure requirements, design the solution, efficiently implement and transition into production, as well as fulfill ongoing maintenance and operational needs. This particular service focuses on the Strategy and Design phases of the RSA Service Delivery Framework.

GAIN KNOWLEDGE & ADVICE
During this service engagement, your RSA Archer Professional Services consultant will assess your environment to determine performance abilities to meet your organization's business requirements and use of your Archer solution in the next two to three years. This sizing exercise checks various attributes including current and planned states, performance tuning factors and external vendor interfaces. Deliverables include:

- Current/planned state evaluation
- Future state diagrams

AT A GLANCE
- Ensure your RSA Archer Integrated Risk Management program has the horsepower to support latest features and business needs
- A repeatable service that provides recommendations to infrastructure configurations if they are needed
- Identify changes required for hardware optimization and software efficiencies
• Gap analysis of current vs. desired state
• Recommendations to achieve the desired state

ENSURING CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Engaging RSA Archer Professional Services can help you accelerate time-to-
value of your Archer solution and mitigate the risks associated with managing it
by addressing your business requirements in a reduced timeframe and following
RSA-recommended practices.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Visit www.rsa.com:IntegratedRiskManagement for more information on RSA
Archer solutions and use cases.

ABOUT RSA
RSA® Business-Driven Security™ solutions provide organizations with a
unified approach to managing digital risk that hinges on integrated visibility,
automated insights and coordinated actions. With solutions for rapid
detection and response, user access control, consumer fraud protection, and
integrated risk management, RSA customers can thrive and continuously
adapt to transformational change. For more information, visit rsa.com.